
REQUEST FOR
PRESENTATION

Join us as a presenter at the CHU SCA (WA) 2021

Convention as we come together to embrace

limitless thinking and gain new perspectives

about working and living in strata.

We invite you to prepare a submission by 

Friday 17 September 2021.

We encourage facilitators to focus on their area

of expertise or passion with application to the

strata industry.  Your presentation should be

underpinned with the limitless theme and offer

information of value and education to the strata

community.

SUB-THEMES

Session sub theme ideas include:

Limitless Strategies

How to maximise opportunities, extend

yourself and focus on what really matters.

Limitless Technology

Strata schemes to increase revenue, be

self-sustaining and increase efficiency.

Limitless Mindset

Improved ways of agile thinking, building

resilience, unlocking potential, moving

away from autopilot mode.

Limitless Lifestyle

Improve wellbeing, initiate self-

improvement, challenge yourself and build

confidence.

Please ensure that your proposed

presentation reflects the convention

theme, Limitless. 



AUDIENCE

Strata Professionals

Over 200 strata industry

professional including Principals

of Strata Management firms of

large size companies and sole

traders, beginners to Senior

Strata Managers through to

operations/support roles, and

service suppliers to the industry

will come together wanting to be

inspired and takeaway key

points they can use in their

respective roles.

STREAM TWO

Strata Lot Owners

Over 80 Owners of Strata Title

property will be involved,

including owner-residents,

investors, and volunteer Council

members. They may be self-

managed or have engaged a

professional Strata Manager to

assist in management of their

scheme.

STREAM ONE PROVIDE YOUR PITCH

Once you have refined your idea, write your abstract in

an appealing way that provides a ‘pitch’ for why people

should come to your session. 

Attendees are more likely to recognise professionalism

and benefits of a product or service if they believe you

are the best at what you do.

Your presentation should inspire strata professionals

and lot owner delegates to open their minds and adopt

a limitless approach to strata issues or concepts.

Whilst it is understood strata legislation provides

limitations though governance and regulation, your

presentation can demonstrate how your field offers

new opportunities and benefits for strata communities

within this framework.

Presentations should be specifically tailored to match

an audience stream, but we leave it to you to

determine what brings creative and meaningful

learnings to them.

Submit your brief proposal here by 17 September

2021. 

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/a828f18d5e00437f8e83ee6ef85b2b9b


PRESENTATION
FORMAT OPTIONS

The 2021 Conference will accept proposals in the

following two formats:

1. TED-style Session (10 minutes)

2. Standard Presentation (20-30 minutes)

When choosing a presentation format, please

consider the most appropriate format for your

purpose. It may be necessary to change the

format of some proposals to deliver a well

balanced, comprehensive program.

If your proposal is accepted, you may be asked if

a format change is possible.

TED-STYLE
PRESENTATIONS 

Our Ted-style presentations are a short and sharp

format, presenting for 10 minutes. 

STANDARD
PRESENTATION

An issue facing the field of strata

An emerging methodology or technology

that is transforming the sector

A critique of an strata methodology

Approaches to working with specific

stakeholder groups or in specific

contexts

This is suited to covering one innovative or

interesting project with learnings for

practice, or an idea/ approach of interest to

others working in strata.

Format: A presentation of up to 20 minutes,

with 5 minutes for questions or discussion.

The session is a formal presentation

focused on:

The standard presentation mode is suited

to a subject matter expert. It gives more

time for in-depth exploration of the ideas

presented. If you have multiple experts on

the same topic and the presentation would

benefit from conversations between these

experts, please suggest a panel session.

PRESENTATION

STYLES



WRITING AN ABSTRACT

The purpose of your presentation 

An outline of the argument made based on the key

concepts of research and strata methods or both

The main findings and/or conclusions

The implications for strata practice

The Abstract is a summary of the content of your

presentation. It should be written in an appealing way

that provides a ‘pitch’ for why people should come to

your session. Write your abstract as you wish it to appear

in the conference booklet and please ensure it is written

in third person. 

What to include: 

TIPS

Think about your audience. Why

will this interest them?

Don’t use an acronym unless it is

well known internationally –

especially ones you have made

up.

Don’t use jargon terms.

Have a colleague read over your

work and make sure the

sentences are grammatically

correct, and there are no errors. 

Familiarise yourself with the

judging criteria on the following

page. 

WRITING A SHORT BIO

Your professional history, including key

accomplishments 

Comparable experience presenting for your preferred

length 

As part of your application, you will be asked for a short

biography (no longer then 100 words) so that we can learn

more about you. 

What to include: 

CREATING AN

APPLICATION



CRITERIA FOR
ASSESSMENT

Criteria A - Relevance and Importance 

The proposal should address topics that are of

importance to a broad audience within strata and,

if accepted, be likely to attract an audience.

Criteria B - Incorporate Limitless

The proposed presentation should enhance the

Limitless theme, and be relevant to one or more of

the proposed sub-themes. Please ensure this link is

clear in your abstract. 

Criteria C - High Technical Quality 

The proposal should meet high standards of

technical quality in terms of methodological,

conceptual and logical rigor.

Criteria D - Overall Assessment

When looking across the review criteria, and across

proposals, reviewers are asked for their overall

recommendation on each proposal.

OTHER THINGS TO
NOTE

No individual may present in more than

two conference sessions, including as a 

co-presenter.

Selected presenters will be notified on the

22nd of September via email.

The successful presenters will be required

to deliver a run through of their

presentation to a small SCA (WA) panel of

representatives in the week following.

Feedback and delivery development will be

provided, giving presenters enough time to

refine presentations as necessary. 

THINGS TO

CONSIDER

Click here to apply

https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/a828f18d5e00437f8e83ee6ef85b2b9b
https://app.smartsheet.com/b/form/a828f18d5e00437f8e83ee6ef85b2b9b

